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INTRODUCTION 

The information process charting which is discussed in 
th i s write-up is aimed at helping to analyze the so-called 
"office automation" aspect of the project. It is a technique 
to be used during the data gathering phase of the projec t , 
when we are trying to find out as much about the present busi
ness as time will allow. It should be emphasized, however, 
that this process charting technique is only part of the over
all data gathering phas e. In addition to this charting, we 
must also obtain a considerable amount of statistical data 
about such things as the flow of information and the siz e of 
the files. Similar types of studies must be made of the fac
tory operations, too. 

The sequence of presentation in this Information Process 
Charting write-up will be: 

I Description of the charting symbols used, togeth e r 
with a brief discussion of some of the less obvious 
points. 

II Description of the charting form used. 

III Discus sion of the overall charting technique. 

IV Definitions of terms, to aid in understanding the dis
cuss i on. 
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I. PROCESS CHARTING - GENERAL 

We are interested in learning what the mechanized system 
must be able to handle. For the "office automation" aspect of the 
Project, then , we are interested in the following types of infor
mation: 

1. The logically necessary alternative procedures which are 
needed in the bUSiness, for handling the main flow as 
well as the so-called "exception" cases. 

2. The management control reports that are developed by 
the organization, and method of use. 

3. The reports and other pieces of information that must be 
transmitted outside of the organization, for legal or 
other reasons. 

4. At first, a preliminary pin-pointing of all complex com
putation operations and decision areas. Later, we will 
need a more detailed understanding of these operations. 

Conversely, there are certain types of information in which we 
are not interested: 

1. We are not interested in the manual procedures that are 
used, per se--e. g. how many clerks and typists' work 
on a form during its preparation, or points along its 
route where the form is stored temporarily. 

2. We are not interested in the fact that several people are 
involved in an operation, each doing part of the overall 
job. 

3. We are n,ot interested in the layout of the clerical work 
area or the types of office equipment used. 

4. We are not interested in the "exceptions" which arise 
due to internal clerical errors (however, we are inter
ested in the types of errors in information transmitted 
into the organization from outside, over which the 
organization has no control). 
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The more conventional charting teclmiques have not proved 
themselves adequate for uncovering the types of information in 
which we are interested . Such conventional techniques have 
generally been ai.med at one of two objectives: (a) trying to find 
out where human clerical time i.s being spent, so as to shorten 
the overall process time, or reduce the man-hours to do a job, 
or (b) layout a prescribed sequence of operations in a reason
ably complex job, for the guidance of the clerks and operators-
e. g . flow charts of punched card operatIons. We are not yet 
interested ill either of these objectives, in this study, so it is 
not surpriSing that their associated charting techniques turn 
out to be relatively ineffective for our present purposes. 

Rather, to obtain the understanding we require, we must 
learn the flow of information throughout the business, for di
recting manufacturing and the other activities, and for feedback 
and control. All uses of the information must be accounted for, 
so we soon find the scope of the project spreading throughout 
the entire organization. 

To accomplish this objective, we have designed and tested 
a new technique which we call Information Process Charting. 
This technique is based on (a) reasonably precise definItions of 
basic data processing operations, represented ill the form of 
symbols, and (b) a charting procedure to make sure that the 
necessary descriptive information accompanies each symbol. 
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PROCESS CHARTING - SYMBOLS 

Fundamentally, there are only seven symbols in this tech
nique, five of them representing "operations" (where someone 
does something), and two representing conjunctive, or connec
tive devices. These basic symbols are shown below: 

OPERATIONS 

o 0 o 
Selection Arrangement Writing, 

Erasing 

~NNECTION6 

Entry Exit 

OD 
Comparison, Computation, 

Branching Decision 

As will be seen shortly, there are different variations for 
some of these symbols, so that in practice 11 different symbols . 
are used. Each of these 11 symbols is defined .on the following 
pages. 



SELECT, SEARCH (SR) 

ind 

Find 

1, Search always means to look for a 
specific recol'd in a file, and not 
to look for a field of information 
on a record. 

2. In searehing, the file is always 
assumed to be present and avail
able . 

3. Indicate which file is being searched, 
the field(s) of information by which 
the search is made (the key), and . 
which record the search key was ob
tained from . 

4. Search implies that the file is se
quenced by the key being used; 
otherwise, a Separate operation 
should be used. 

5. Always indicate both the Find and 
the No Find cases; even though the 
latter may be impossible, unlikely, 
or trivial. 

6. We are interested in analyzing those 
cases of No Find that are logically 
important - e . g . the re has not yet 
been time for the record to reach 
the file, the record has not been 
created, etc. 

7. Both the input records and the selected 
file record are available at the output. 

8. If the record is a separate unit record 
(e . g. a separate form), it is assumed 
to be removed from the file by the 
search operation, and mllst be merged 
back with the file if that is its disposi
tion. If the record is simply an entry 
on a line, such as an entry in a log 
book, then it stays in the file but is, 
of course, available at the output also. 



SELECT, SEPARATE (SP) 
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1. Separate means to select one or more 
records from a group or file accord
ing to some "key"-,-e. g. separating 
copies of a form accordIng to the dis
tribution field, or separating a' batch 
of incoming mail by type of document. 

2. Name what .is being separated - e. g. 
multiple copies of a specified record, 
records of a specified file, etc. 

3. Indicate the key by which the separa
tion is being made. It is generally 
sufficient just to name the type of 
document, without giving details 
about the l{ey. 

4. A separate operation may have numer
ous outputs, one of which usually is 
the "main line" being charted. Use 
exits for all the other outputs, and 
use a separate line on the chart for 
each such exit, so as to be able to 
describe it properly. 

5. If some outputs go to a simple filing 
operation, use the "fUe, then stop" 
exit descrl.bed under Exits. 

6. If multiple copIes of a form are being 
separated, the disposition of all 
copies must be shown. 

ARRANGE ,SEQUENCE (AS) 

1. Sequence means to arrange a group 
of records into ascending or de
scending order . It does not mean 
II sort into different groups", which 
is the Separate operation. 

2. Name the records being sequenced, 
and indicate the key on which the sort 
is being made .. If more than one 
field, indicate their order. 

3. There is only one input and only one 
output to a sequencing operation. 
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ARRANGE, MERGE (AM) 

1. Merge means to combine two or more 
sequences of records into one sequence, 

2. Merging assumes that all records and/ 
AM or files are already sequenced by the 

key 

3. Merge also covers the operation 'of 
placing a record into a file in proper 
sequence, In this operation, the file is 
assumed to be present and available. 

4. Name the records and/or files being 
merged and fields by which the merge 
is made. 

5. There are always at least two inputs 
to a merge operation, and always just 
one output. 

6. In a "file, then stop" operation (de-
scribed under Exits) use a merge and 
a dead-end exit, both in the exit 
column . 



MODIFY, INSERT n-) 

+ 

MODIFY, DELETE (-) 
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1. Modify insert means 

(a) To create a new record, e. g. 
a new Purchase order; 

(b) To add one or more fields of 
information to an existing record; 
e. g. signing a freight bill. 

2. Indicate the record from which data 
is taken, the record into which it is 
inserted and the field(s) being in
serted .. 

3.. If a new document is created, show 
the disposition of both old and new 
documents. 

4. It is usually not necessary to chart 
out the insertion of each field in a 
report (as discussed under Compute) . 
Use one Insert for the whole report, 
or at least that amount which is done 
as one job. 

5. As discussed under Search, a record 
should not be Searched to obtain a 
field of information prior to an insert. 
It is assumed that the entire record 
is read "at a glance" and all fields in 
that record are available. If there is 
a 10gicall1klihood that a certain field 
will blank, use a Compart and Branch, 
comparing the contents of that field 
with "blank" . 

1. Modify delete means to delete one or 
more fields from an existing record. 

2. Indicate record and field deleted. 

3. Complete records are destroyed by 
means of a dead end exit, and not by 
means of a Delete operation. 
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COMPARE AND BRANC.I-L(.CJ). 

CB 

1. Compare and branch is a basic choice 
operation involving a defined or pre
scribed decision; e. g. if x is greater 
than y, take one course of action, etc. 

'2. Compare and branch is one of the op
erations to be used for showing how 
alternative processing paths are se
lected ~ for locating the" exceptions" . 
(Other operations Which do similar 
but not identical functions in this re
gard are Separate', Search, and 
Decision- Making) . 

3. If at all possible, the two things that 
are being compared, x and y, should 
be expressed as numberso For in
stance, "compare the number of 
copies with 1" to determine if there 
are zero, one, or more copies . Or 
"compare the contents of a certain 
field with blank" to determine if any
thing is written in that field . 

4. Always indicate the record (s) and 
fields (s) involved. 

3. Y should always be the standard, if 
there is one . 

6. There are two varieties of outputs 
from this symbol: (a) '/I and+, to indi
cate "equal" and "not equal" when this 
expresses the situation adequately; 
(b) >, <, and 0: , when each of these 
three alternatives must bo taken into 
account.. "> .. means "greater than", 
and ,,< II means "less than". 

7. If one of the outputs is impossible, so 
mark it . 

8. If the same action results from two 
outputs, the two signs may be shown 
together on one output line. 

9. All outputs must always be accounted for. 



COMPUTE (CT) 

CT 
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1. Compute refers to arithmetic opera
tions; c . g. computing new shop lead, 
delivery schedule, etc. using addition, 
subtraction, multiplication or division .. 

2. If the formula is easily expressed, note 
it down in the Remarks column of the 
charting form, or on a supplementary 
note sheet. 

3. If the method of computation is at all 
complicated, do not spend the time to 
analyze it in detail, but simply group 
the whole computation into one com
pute operation. There is one exception 
to this rule: where significant branch
ing occurs between portions of the 
computation, each of these portions 
should be shown as a compute opera
tion, and the branching indicated by 
Compare and Branch operations. In 
either case, a detailed analysis of the 
computation will be made later . 

4. Likewise, it is not necessary to indi
cate how each field in a statistical re
port 1s computed; just show one com
putation for the whole report, followed 
by an insert, for recording it. 

5. If not too difficult, it would be de
sirable to have a two or three sentence 
write-up of the computation, indicating 
what is being done, for the more com
plex computations. This write-up can 
be on a supplementary note sheet. 

6. Indicate the records involved and the 
fields being computed. 



DEClSION-MAKING (DC) 
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1. Decision making generally Involves 
judgment; e. g estimating what will be 
the volume of customer orders during 
the next three months , 

DC ""---- 2. 
.... - These operations are usually quite 

difficult to analyze, (because of the 
large number of factors involved), so 
do not spend the time to analyze them. 
They wlil be analyzed at a later aate. 

........... 

3. However, It is desirable to chart the 
p,rocessing of information up to the pciint 
where the decision is made, and also 
after the decision is made. For instance, 
information is usually pulled together 
from a number of sources and often pre
sented in report fonn before the decision
making operation takes place . 

4. After the decision is made, indicate 
that the results are recorded, by an 
Insert operation. 

5. In some cases, alternative processing 
steps will be taken, depending upon 
alternative results of the decision. In 
this case, several exits may be shown 
from one decision symboL 

6. List the major factors involved in mak
ing the decision, in the Remarks column 
or on a supplemental note sheet if neCESsary. 

7. If there are well -defined intermediate 
steps or computations during portions of 
the decision process, these should be 
charted in the normal manner . 

8. The deCision symbol may also be used to 
represent non- routine activities of pro
fl:lssional and semi-professional person
nel which are difficult to chart. Examples 
might include data gathering and analysis 
prior to a deCision, where methods of 
data gathering and analysis vary with the 
situation. 



ENTRY (EN) 

From: L 
Study-
p-

Inter Activity Entry 

From W 
p- L-

Intra Activlty Entry 

From 
p-

Main Line 

(6) (A) 

"And" Entry 

F 

~
BinLine rom 

p- B J<A> 
rt-l,~t I 
t:'~~~ 

"Or" Entry 
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1. An ~Jlll'y indJ(',a,l!~ s the heg,inning of a series 
of related operations (a routine). An entry 
may ha.ve inputs from more than one exit. 

2. There a.re .fou.r types of entries: 

a . Inter. acUvity entry, (inputs from out
sIde the system, or from another ac
tivity study within the system). Lette r 
such entries beginning with "A"'. 

b. Intra,"actIvlty entry (entries from exits 
from WiUlin this same study). Number 
these entries , beginning with "1". 

c. "And" entry. If records A and B must 
go through a seri.es of steps together, 
and record A has been charted as the 
main line, bring record B in with an 
"and" entry, This condition is repre
sented by connecting the entry to the 
main line, as indicated. 

d. "Or" entry. If record A or record B 
(but not both) can go through the same 
series oJ: steps, and A has been charted 
as mal.n entry. The en.try symbol is 
connect.ed to the next operation symbol, 
and not to the main line. 

3. On lettered entrl.es, indteate study, page, 
and exit supplying the :record, if possible. 
On numbered entries, specify the page num
ber of all exits which are inputs to the entr y. 

4. The analyst will 'have to decide whether the , 
fir.st entry is to be numbered or lettered. 
If the activity originates at point where the 
chart begins, use number" 1". If the activ
ity is supplied by forms or Information from 
some other activity, or from outsIde the 
system, use letter "A". 

5. Indicate all enterIng records (but not Udds). 

6. An entry may be initialed at any point on t..':.d 
chart, but. must be made to the main Une 
flow. A direct entry may not be made to a 
secondary flow. 

7. An entry docs not necessarily have to have 
an entering document or form. Also , an en
tering record may be tn the form of direct 
measurements or observations. 



EXIT (EX) 

1 To study
~ P-

Entry-
Inter Activity Exit 

&. ToP

Intra Activity Exit 

& 
Dead End Exit 

"File, then stop" Exit 
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1. There are four types of exits: 

a. Going out to: some other study; letter 
sequentially, beginning with "A", in
dicate study and page number, if pos
sible. All exits going to the same out
side entry should use the same letter. 
It is desirable to name the exit on the 
chart in terms of the activity--e. g. 
copy to Accounts Payable 

b. Going to an entry within this same 
study (a "normal" exit); number the 
same as the entry to which it is going, 
and indicate page number of that entry. 

c. A "dead end" exit, either destruction 
of a record or ceasing to process a 
record, indicate by an X in the exit 
symbol. 

d. A "file, then stop" exit; use a "merge" 
operation, then a dead end exit, both 
in the exit column Name the file and 
sequence "Key" 

2. An exit should go to only one entry. 

3. Do not use an exit at the end of a page 
just so as to refer to the next page; just 
stop the Une at the bottom of the page 
and pick it up at top of next page. Be 
sure page numbers are correct to pre
vent confusion. 

4. As discussed under the Separate opera
tion, use exits for all the secondary out
puts of Separate. Spread these exits 
vertically, not horizontally (to provide 
space for proper description) but take 
up as little space on the page as possible. 
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- -Secondnry Record or 
Entries Main Line Flow Exits ~' Iow 

r~ncord3 Field Fields Remarks 
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Record or By Key with File 
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Records By Key 
Being 
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Record 
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being inserted from data Is , 
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I D Fleld(s) Record 
from which e being - from data Is I deleted 
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I deleted 
4 t 

I Fie\d(s) Field(s) Records 
being from supplying on from which Form ula, 
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1 5 obtained 
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Brief List of 

DC 1-' - nome of major 
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Records 
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PROCES::; CHARTING - DISCUSSION 

There are a few poinls of special interest that should be dis
cussed briefly, about the use of the above symools, 

First, the operation of "reading" is implied in all of the above 
symbols, and is not called out as an independent step. It is assumed 
that the person doing the procelj>sing must first read the information 
from the documents . 

Next, it should be re- emphasized that whenever Compute and De
cision-Making operations aTe encountered, the analyst should not 
spend much time in detailing these operations . The process charting 
simply pin points the computations and decisions, and gives some 
understanding of what is involved. After the data gathering phase, 
many of these operations will be analyzed in detail . 

Occasionally an analyst will come across a "loop" operation, 
where a series of steps is performed on a number of items, before 
going on with the processing , An example: computing the standard 
cost for each operation in making a part, before the standard cost of 
the finished part can be determined. Indicate such loops as simply 
as possible; e. g. "steps through repeated for each item on the 
record. " -- --

Also, in some possible loop operations (where there may be 
one or more items on the list), a totalling or summary is performed 
afterward if there was more than one item on the list Do not try to 
chart this out, using conditional transfers . Simply indicate the 
totalling operation right after the last operation of the loop, and in
dicate in the Remarks column, that it is used if necessary. 

Occasionally a matching operation will be encountered, such 
as a group of time cards being matched against a payroll file. It is 
desired to know if there are any time cards for which there are no 
payroll records, and if there are any payroll records for which there 
are no time cards, as well as matChing paYl'oll records and time 
cards for computing gross pay. Such situations as this may be charted 
by two Search operat.ions in sequence . In the case above, search the 
payroll file by the time cards employee numbers indicating Find and 
No Find. Then search the time card "file" by the payroll record em
ployee numbers indicating Find and No Find. 

The "and" and "or" concept should be mentioned briefly .. Some
times two records must be brought together, so as to go through a 
series of processing steps: record A and record B. If record A has 
been charted as the main line, then record B can be brought in by 
using an "and" entry, as shown on page 12, by connecting the entry to 
the main line. 
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Note that this "and" entry is somewhat different from a 
Merge or a Search operation. If record A is being charted on the 
main line and B is located in a file, then B is obtained by a Search 
operation. 

Also, If two files are in a common sequence, they can be 
combined into one file of the same sequence by a Merge operation. 
Similarly, a record can be placed into its proper place (in sequence) 
in a file by the Merge operation. 

The "And" entry implies no searching or no sequencing; 'There 
is no file; only records are involved. Two< or more records are 
brought together , so as to be able to form a larger record. 

For the "or" situation , ' record A or record B (but not both to
gether) can go through the same sequence of steps. There are two 
permissable ways to chart this . (1) Use an "or" entry for record B; 
draw the line from the 'entry into the next operation box. Then, at 
the end of the sequence of steps, use a Separate operation to split 
the two types of documents apart . (A Compare and Branch operation 
is more correct logically, but the Separate operation is easier to use 
in the present case. ) (2) Sometimes, however, it would be confusing 
to use the method described above, since records A and B are so 
dissimilar. When charting the processing of record B, then, the 
analyst (when he comes to the same sequence as he used in charting 
record A) can leave a blank line on his chart and insert the note 
"Use steps_through_from page_. " 
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II CHART FOHM 

Below is a sample of the chart form used, Ilhowing t:le column 
headings : 

-r-

MainlinE Second Rec- ftecord Re-
'" 

~ntries Flow Exits flryflov ords prfield Fields marks 

.-

The meaning of the headings is reasonably self-explanatory. 
All entries will be shown in the first column, properly numbered or 
lettered and page numbers of pertinent exits shown. The next column 
is where the bulk of the charting will be done- -the Main Line, or the 
sequence of steps being described. The exit column is similar to 
the entry column; in the case of a "file, then stop" exit, both the 
merge symbol and the dead end exit may be shown in the exit column. 

The secondary flow column has been provided to reduce the need 
for exiti.ng and re-entry to handle minor variations in procedures. The 
use of this secondary flow column should be quite restricted. For one 
thing, no separate entries should be made to the secondary flow col
umn; rather, it is limited to branches out of the main line via Com
pare and Branch, Search, Separate, or DeCision operations. In addi
tion, if the secondary flow involves over 6 operation symbols, an 
exit should be made to another page of the chart, and a re-entry pro
vided. 

There should be only one operation symbol per line--either an 
entry, main line, secondary flow, or exit symbol--so that the proper 
notation can be made in the other columns of the chart. 

The three narrow columns which have no headings are provided 
for inserting prepositions, conjunctions or verbs. For example, 
"Insert on Record A Field X from Record B." 

Recommended procedures for filling out the remaining columns 
are shown on page 10. The last column is for remarks; if the re
marks exceed the space provided, refer to a supplementary note 
sheet, as "See Note 1." 
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Following is a sample of the identification block at the bottom 
of the chart form: -----------------_._-------....., 

Subject Charted Procurvnent(DIrY.Ct Mtls 
Chart Begins Initiation of Purch. rd. 
Chart Ends Preparation of Purch. Ora. 

Last Exit it 9 
Last Entry'Hr--:.4r-----

Charted By A.C'ose 
Page_,_ of-'9rr--"-~'-------

File Code 
Date 12""7/"""'0,-,7 .... 5""6,.---

It is very desirable to have these blocks filled out completely, 
indicating the activity being studied, who is doing the charting, the 
date, and so on. The blanks for "Chart begins" and ~'Chart ends" 
are most helpful when searching through a group of charts to find 
a particular sequence . In these blanks, indicate roughly what part 
of the whole activity is being covered by this one chart . 

In some cases, the entry "Miscellaneous Exceptions" is as 
close as the analyst will be able to come to describing the subject 
covered by the particular chart. 
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III CHARTING TECHNIQUE 

1. General Procedures 

a. Draw all charts (even preliminary ones) on the 
8 1/2 x 22 inch forms provided, using No.2 (soft) 
pencil . Do not use any pencil as hard as No.4, as 
this hardness will not reproduce well. When using 
a soft pencil, it will be necessary to be careful not 
to smudge the lines. 

b. It is suggested that both the senior analyst and the 
analyst draw charts of initial interviews. These 
charts should then be checked against each other 
for consistency of approach. 

c. The senior analyst should review all new process 
charts on a frequent basis. 

d. It is anticipated that project review meetings will 
be held weekly during the data gathering phase, to 
discuss the progress of the studies. Discussion of 
charting technique will be held at those meetings. 

2. Beginning a chart 

In beginning the charting of an activity, do not lump all 
possible types of transactions together artificially. If all types of 
transactions come in from a common source, such as the mall 
room, then this fact should be shown, followed by a Separate opera
tion to select out one type of transaction for analysis. But if the 
transactions come from different sources, just select the most 
common one and start charting it. 

If the information originates at the beginning of the chart, 
the first entry should be numbered ','1" . If the activity is started by 
the receipt of a document from another part of the system, or from 
outside the system, then the first entry should be lettered with'!! ... 
It is hard to define this point too preCisely, and it is somewhat 
arbitrary. For instance, the receipt of 'mail from outside the busi
ness can be considered as external to the system, so that the 
first entry should be lettered, not numbered. 

The objective of the lettering is to quickly point out those 
entries (and exits) that tie in with other charts in the system. If 
the analyst knows that an entry is fed from some other chart, he 
should use a letter. 
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3. Ending a Chart 

When the analyst. comes to the bottom of a chart, and is 
simply going to continue charting on the next page, he should not 
use an exit and a re-entry on the next page. Simply draw the line 
to the bottom of the chart, and pick it up at the top of the next 
chart. 

4. List of Open Exits 

After charting has been completed, the analyst should 
prepare a list of the exits that refer to other studies. Each exit 
should be described briefly, so that it can be understood from just 
the list (Without having to refer to the charts), and the other study 
to which it refers should be indicated. 

5. Working from other Charting Forms 

It is sometimes possible to do much of the charting from 
flow charts and procedures charts prepared for other purposes. 
The big difficulty here is that these other charts usually concen
trate on the main line flow only, and do not specify the condiditions 
under which alternative paths of processing are selected. This 
branching will have to be uncovered by interviews. 

Another example of charts that can be used is an IBM proce
dures chart. These charts have usually been developed for instruct
ing machine operators as to the sequence of machines to be used on 
a job. As such, they very much reflect the particular limitations of 
the machines. If a process chart were to be drawn from these 
charts directly, there would be a considerable waste of effort. For 
instance, a half of a page of charting would be needed to show the . 
insertion of an i.nvoice number in a deck of billing cards, due to the 
way that this operation must be done on the machines. Actually, all 
that would be desired would be the one operation - "insert". There
fore, the person making process charts from IBM flow charts will 
have to do some abstracting before drawing the process charts. 

6. Control Totals 

The use of control totals is very common, both in manual 
and punched card operations. The purpose and technique of these con
trol totals are quite well understood, therefore, the analyst should 
not go to any pains to chart out the method of preparing control totals, 
of segregating different types of control totals, or of specifying what 
is done when an error is detected. Simply indicate a Compute opera
tion, an Insert operation and later a Compare and Branch operation. 
For the "Not Equal" output of this last, simply add the note, 
"Correct Clerical Error". 
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IV DEFINITIONS 

File A collection of data, generally applying to one aspect of a busi
--ness. A file consists of a group of "records" (to be defined), 

usually each of which contains the same type of information. The 
records are arranged (in most cases) in a specific logical se
quence. Example: personnel file, inventory file, model list file, 
etc. (Note that the word "file" is used as a noun, not a, verb.) 

Record One member of a file; a record usually contains all pertinent 
blformation on a single item. Examples: a personnel record for 
one employee, an inventory record for a raw material type, or 
an entry in a log book. 

Field A sub-division of a record; one or more related characters of 
data referring to a single aspect of an item. Examples: date of 
birth of an employee, employee's name, etc. 

Character A character of data may be a numerical digit (0 to 9), an 
atphabetic character (a to z) or a special character ($, blank, ' 
@, etc.) 

Data Known facts; generally, recorded facts, as used herein. The 
--term "data" Is often used synonymously with "information" al

though data generally includes redutidancy and errors as well as 
information. 

Information Communicated knowledge (more precise engineering 
delinlUons are available but will not be presented here). It is 
important to know that information can be measured in terms 
of "binary digits" (bits), where each bit is equivalent to one 
yes-no decision. 

Form A printed form used in manual data processing; generally is 
covered by the definition of "records". 

Transactions A record of an event, an action. Examples: a new 
customer order, a shipment to a customer, an employee clock
ing in at work, etc. 

Key One or more fields of data within a record used for controlling 
the handling of the record -- sequenCing, merging, ssarching, 
and separating. Example: Employee name in sequencing per
sonnel records in the personnel file. 

Ma.tn Line The predominant flow of data in the specifiC area being 
charted. A sequence of operations which is a secondary branch 
and exit on one page of a chart will generally be the main line 
on another page where it is charted. 
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PHYSICAL 1N FOHMA TION - A CONCE PT 

The concentrated st.udy and re search in fields of data process
ing machines and complIttn's, durin~ recent years, has led to 
methods of symbolizing and chartin~ information processes from 
the "systems standpoint" . That is, the pieces and flow of informa
tion which occur in a business or other operation are looked at as 
an orderly, dynamic whole rather than isolated, loosely related 
parts. 

In an attempt to study manufactuI'in~ or making operations in 
such a way as to understand the system as a logical whole and at the 
same time encompass the inherent, indispensable information pro
cesses, we have discovered that there is a very close-coupled re
lationship between information and manufacturing. 

In fact, it can be said that "making something" and "informa
tion" are identical . Websters' unabridged dictionary gives one 
definition of information as "the act or process of endowing with 
form". This is precisely what we do when we make a finished 
product from a raw material - a physical transformation. However, 
this is a little·-used meaning of "information" . What about the com
monly used meaning of "information"? 

An examination of an article such as a motor-shaft reveals 
many locked-in fields of information. There is the length, the 
several diameters, the finlsh, the chamfer dimenSions, the keyway, 
and most hidden, the physical and chemical make-up of the metal. 
These are valuable pieces of information that originated somewhere, 
and serve a useful purpose somewhere else . They are pieces of in
formation in physical form rather than the usual symbolic form, 
such as printed words. They are bits of transformation information; 
a very important type of physical information. 

The concept of physical Information allows us to graphically 
close the information loop of a manufacturing business system. 
Heretofore, charts of information processes showed information 
flowing in one end of the manufacturing area and out the other; a 
series of unconnected inputs and outputs .. The charting of physical 
information joins and explains these unconnected inputs and outputs, 
and reveals feedback and control information flow within the manu
facturing area . 

To complete the analogy of information and transformation, it 
is necessary to examine how "symbolic information" is handled, 
and what can be done with it, .and then compare these things with 
"physIcal Information" to see if the analogy holds truL Primarily, 
symbolic information can be communicated. 
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An oi)vi,ou::; ox::t.mple of communication of physical information 
is the inspection process. There tho inspector measures the 
physical information 011 the finished part, converts it to symbolic 
information. records it, and sends the report to its destination. 
Another, but less obvious example, is the direct communication of 
physical information to an automatic inspection device . There the 
device reads t.he physical dimensional information and makes a 
decision based on the physical memory that i.s built into the device. 
It not only can accept or reject the part, it can also extract other 
physical information from its memory, and communicate it to the 
machine, instructing the machine to stop 0 .1' adjust itself; thus, we 
see that physical information can be communicated. 

There are many things a computer can do with information. It 
can sort by a key field of information and it can add information to 
information fed to it, either by a program or from its memory 
according to what primary information it receives. It can extract 
and print information, and it can accomplish mathematical compu
tations. 

Since physical information is tied up closely with factory 
machines, these machines must be able to do the above operations 
on physical information in order for the general analogy of sym
bolic and physical information to hold true. It is unusual to find a 
factory machine that can do all of these operations, but there are 
machines which do one or more of them. 

An egg-grading machine sorts eggs by weight and other charac
teristics. Most factory machines add information to raw material 
from memory, by a program, such as length, diameter, finish and 
other dimensions, characteristics and properties. Part of the pro
gram is fixed, in that, for instance, a lathe normally can add only 
cylindrical. dimensions, a milling machine can add only plane or 
flat dimensions . The variable part of the program is determined 
by the different set-ups made to accomodate product-mix. Inspec
tion devices extract information from the part, and in some cases, 
print it. Some modern lathes and boring- mills make computations 
to change speeds and feeds according to the varying diameter of 
the piece they are machining, thus acting as analog computers. 
Process industries utilize automatic-batching scales which digit
ally count out weights of ingredients and number of ingredients to 
make up the final mix proportions. It is evident then, that factory· 
machines can accomplish the same types of operations on physical 
information that computers can with symbolic information. 
Actually, however, computers generally handle physical informa
tion in the form of punched cards, punched tape, or magnetic tape. 
Somewhere in the system, people must translate symbolic infor
mation into physical information before computers or factory 
machines can do operatIons with information. 
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With the foregoIng discussion in mind, it is now easy to 
chart factory operations by considering machines as computers 
or data-processing machines, and considering machining opera
tions to be insertions of information on a parti3.lly complete 
record - the raw material. 
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PHY~I<;AJ:.:'!:'.13_~_t:!'~.1!:~!~~~A TIONA< OF MATERIALS, 
INCLUDING MATERIAL HANDLING AND STORAGE 

STUDY APPROACH 

In now charting the .p~ly sica_Uransformations of materi
als into components, sub-assemblies, and finished prodUcts, 
llie following restrictions should be considered: 

1. Physical movement of materials between factory 
points where physical tr ansformations take place or 
where materials are stored will be explored as sep-
arate activities . -

2. The entry point into this study occurs when a command 
is given or dispatched to factory personnel who either 
directly perfor m or control the physical transforma
tions occurring on materials being processed. 

3. The exit pOint occur s when completed products are 
delivered to the factory warehouse ready for shipment. 

4. Methods for determining process facilities or equip
ment should not be included. 

In flow charting the physical storage of materials** be
tween physical t r ansfor mation and/or movements, the follow
ing restrictions should be consider ed: 

1. Storage of material temporarily occuring within a physi
cal transformation process or during time of physical 
movement will be thought of as being an inherent part of 
transformation or movement activity . (Example: Mater

ial moving on conveyor inside an annealing furnace is 
part of the furnace process activity . ) 

2, The entry pOints into this study occur with arrival of 
material from physical transformation point or from sub
sequent physical movement away from physical transfor
mation point to storage point . (There can be either sta
tionary or mobile storage points - examples: stockrooms, 
stockpiles, or "transport and store" type conveyors). 

3. The exit points occur with arrival of material at physical 
transformation point or a.t physical movement point 
ahead of transformation point . 

·By "physical transformation.s" are meant the "making operations 
for converting materials in.to components, subassemblies, and 
finished products" . 

** Raw materials, components, and subassemblies. 
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In flow charting the ha.ndling of materials between physical 
transformation and/ or ' storage poInts, consideration should be 
given to the following: 

Re: Physical Transformation: 

1. Handling of scrap* from generating areas to: 

(a) Reclaiming area 
(b) Salvage area 
(c) Destruction or ultimate disposition 

2. Ent:;ry point into the study . This will occur when 
scrap" leaves the physical transformation activity 
and discharges into collecting station (s). 

3. Exit point from the study. This will occur when 
scrap· returnS to : 

(a) Physical Transformation study 
(b) Purchaser of Classified Scrap 
(c) Ultimate Disposition 

Re: Physical Handling: 

1. Investigation of Receiveables"'* to facilitate and 
simplify Receiving and Manufacturing activities with 
alternate handling systems to exit points. 

2. Entry point into the study This will occur with the 
suppliers to resolve the best solution of fulfilling 
handling requirements. 

3. Exit point from the study. This will occur upon the 
delivery of receivables to the physical transforma
tion process . 

4. Secondary consideration should be given tc: the in
fluence of Central Warehousing activity and the 
movement of finished products either direct to 
shipping or to warehouse-storage point. 

Re: Physical Storage: 

L Confined to the Receiving, Shipping and Warehouse areas. 

2, In process inventory to be resolved by Physical Trans
formation. 

*Scrap- supplier cartons (wOOd & paper) , chips (metal & other) etc. 
**Receivables - all raw and finished material from suppliers. 
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CHARTING OF' MAKING OPERATIONS 

Definitions of "information process charting" symbols with 
reference to "material and information process charting'r. 

NO 
FIND 

MODIFY-INSERT 

Means to: (A) Insert information on a machine 
program, (To set-up the machine). 

(B) Insert information on a part. 
(Machine the part). 

The machine program and part are considered to 
be records which yield or accept fields of informa
tion. 

The machine is thought of as a computer. 

SEARCH-SELECT 

Means to: Search in a stock area containing 
many stockpiles of similar parts with 
different drawing numbers . 

A stock area, therefore, is a file con
taining groups of similar records. 

SEPARATJ!: 

Means to: Separate one part from a stockpile of 
identical parts . Therefore, a stockpile 
is a group of identical records . 
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ARRANGE- MERGE 

Means to: (A) Combine a machined part with other 
identical machined parts . (I. E. into 
a Totepan) . Thus, merge a record 
with other identical records. 

\=--,Means to: 

(B) Combine a stockpile of identical 
parts with other similar stockpiles 
of parts in a stock area. Thus, file 
a group of identical records in a file, 
by Drawing No 

(C) Combine two or more different parts 
into one Assembly. This arrange and 
merge will always have two or more 
inputs .. 

COMPARE AND BRANCH 

Compare certain characteristics of a 
part with the Blueprint or other Specifi
cation; thus, to inspect or test the part 
or assembly. The two outputs will be 
accept and reject ~ 1. e. ,if greater or less 
or not equal to Spec, reject. If equal to 
Spec, accept" 
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